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An Illustrated A Z Directory Of Military Helicopters Featuring Over 80
Helicopters Shown In More Than 300 Historical And Modern Photographs
A visual historical reference to over 500 military, law enforcement and antique firearms from around the world with a fascinating
history of small arms from the 14th century to the present day, comprehensive directories of small arms, full technical
specifications and is illustrated with more than 550 photographs and artworks. This book features world's most important small
guns from the medieval hand cannon and the matchlock handgun to the Luger P08 and today's FN P90 as well as famous small
arms including the Colt .45, the Browning High-Power M1935, the Lanchester and the MP38 submachine gun. Included are
specially commissioned color photographs and artworks, including cutaway diagrams to show internal components and gun
operation. This complete guide is expertly written by leading professionals in their field.
International in coverage, this A-Z volume of every major sports car built includes: developmental history, technical specifications,
performance data, and racing prowess. The illustrations include colour photographs of the major sport car marques, cars on the
road and detailed colour artworks.
Pistols first appeared in the 15th century, and revolvers some 400 years later, while submachine guns were developed at the
beginning of the 20th century. This book provides a clear and concise breakdown of 500 handguns and submachine guns from all
over the world, including early designs and those being deployed today.
An A-Z directory of all the major naval aircraft since 1945, including jet-engined fighters to strike aircraft, carrier-borne AEW
aircraft, V/STOL aircraft and helicopters
The Illustrated Directory series provide enthusiasts with a fully illustrated comprehensive, hardcover reference book packed with
timelines, historical facts and images designed to inform and excite. The book provides perhaps the most ambitious and lavishly
illustrated history of watches for the collector and general reader. It shows in clear detailed pictures over 1,000 important landmark
timepieces from all the classic watchmakers from the 1930s to the present day. Organized A-Z by manufacturer, each watch will
be shown face on and in some cases some will include reverse and internal views. Each watch will be specially photographed in
the studio for this book. The book will also include a comprehensive introduction on the history of wristwatches and a quick
reference listing of every piece featured. We believe the book will be the most comprehensive illustrated reference work to this
subject.
This history of the origins and evolution of bomber aircraft encompasses a century of innovation. The first section covers their
development and the major conflicts in which they have been used, from the Blitz and Dambusters missions of World War II to the
Libyan raids and Gulf War of modern times. The second section is a comprehensive A-Z of World War bombers 1914-45, and the
third section focuses on modern jet bombers and the latest developments in warfare. With specification boxes providing at-aPage 1/6
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glance information and 750 photographs this fully illustrated reference book is for every enthusiast or war historian.
This is an illustrated encyclopedia with more than 600 photographs. This is an illustrated A-Z directory of classic American cars,
with over 600 stunning photographs. From the Austin (1940-41) to the Wilton (1847-1924), each entry tells the story of the car from
its inception, through its rise to success and then on to its place on the road today. It includes all the most well-known makes and
models dating from the 19th century to the modern day - Chrysler, Buick, Pontiac, Studebaker and many more. It features many
fascinating anecdotes, such as the Chrysler designer basing his model on the fighter jets he had mistaken for geese flying through
the air. This is a beautiful photographic compendium of classic American vehicles, perfect for the automobile enthusiast. Nowhere
is the car more strongly a part of society and a means of personal expression than in America. But for Americans, this love affair
with the automobile goes deeper even still - America, after all, being a nation founded on free movement of populations. This is
why the private car, when it arrived, had such an explosive effect. This beautifully illustrated A-Z directory of classic American cars
looks in detail at the seminal models of the last century and a half, accompanied by beautiful colour and black and white
photographs of the exteriors, interiors, engines and special features of each. The mixture of engaging anecdotes, fascinating facts
and detailed specifications, as well as historical analysis of each brand's success and failure, make this the ultimate visual
reference for anyone with an interest in cars or motoring.
An invaluable guide for the horse owner or horse lover, this illustrated directory features color photographs of major breeds for
identification, sections on rare breeds, as well as detailed and practical information on the care, training, breeding, and showing of
horses. This hardcover reference is a comprehensive visual directory of the officially recognized world horse breeds. It includes
coimprehensive coverage of lesser-known breeds, and full-color identification photographs are accompanied by information on key
features of the breed. Also, contains the at-a-glance information boxes highlight height range and ancestry.
Featuring over 80 helicopters shown in more than 300 historical and modern photographs. It includes all the famous manufacturers such as
Bristol, Saunders-Roe and Westland from the UK; Bell, Boeing-Vertol, Hiller, Hughes, Kaman, Piasecki, Robinson and Sikorsky from the
USA; and Kamov and Mil from Russia. Specification panels provide information detailing each helicopter's name, country of origin, date first
flown, power, armament, size, weight and performance. It includes rare images from archives, museums and private collections. The military
helicopter is a vital element of the fighting capability of any modern army, with its ability to evacuate and replace wounded troops, and to
maintain food, ammunition and other supplies. This expertly written volume covers over 80 production military helicopters in detail. The
origins, development and operation of each type are clearly described, and a specification panel gives key performance and dimensional
data. Illustrated with over 300 evocative photographs from museums, libraries and private collections showing military helicopters both on the
battlefield and in service, the book is an essential A-Z reference for all aviation enthusiasts.
This fascinating visual account of firearms shows everything from the earliest cannons to modern weapons of war. It also highlights how gun
technology and military tactics developed in tandem over time. Centuries ago, the Chinese discovered that if they put gunpowder and a
projectile into a metal tube and ignited it, they could fire the projectile with enormous force. The first guns were born. Firearms: An Illustrated
History showcases over 300 firearms including pistols, revolvers, rifles, shotguns, machine-guns, and artillery, each with annotated close-up
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photographs and details of their origins, barrel, and caliber. It details the use of the firearms, not just in the military but for sport, hunting, and
law enforcement. This comprehensive volume traces the history of firearms, highlighting "turning points" such as the rifle with its parallel
spiraled groves that could impart a spin to bullets making them fly straighter. It also showcases iconic firearms such as the Walther PPK selfloading pistol popularised in James Bond films. With information on the great gunsmiths including Beretta and Kalashnikov and a detailed
guide to how guns work, Firearms: An Illustrated History is an essential purchase for everyone interested in guns and military history.
E-book vendors continue to experiment: adjustments to business models, consolidation of content, and mergers with competitors mean
constant change.
Featuring more than 400 of the most popular varieties and with over 1,000 full-color photographs, this is the perfect reference book to the
world of cacti and succulents.
"A comprehensive A-Z directory of calligraphy techniques and a step-by-step guide to their uses"--Cover.
An illustrated directory of techniques for painting 40 popular flowers. This lovely book is an indispensable guide for acrylic flower artists,
revealing how to paint 40 of the most popular floral subjects, from agapanthus to zinnia, with plant-specific instructions for capturing the
unique beauty of each species. All the techniques you will need are clearly explained and demonstrated, from analyzing the shape and
structure of flowers to mixing and blending rich, luminous colours, laying washes, creating textured effects, and adding highlights. Each
featured flower includes information about its distinguishing characteristics, detailed step-by-step instructions, a complete colour palette, mini
demonstrations showing special techniques and a stunning full-coloujr image of a finished painting.
The World Encyclopedia of BombersAn Illustrated A-Z Directory of Bomber AircraftThe World Encyclopedia of BombersAn Illustrated A-Z
Directory of Bomber AircraftSouthwater Pub
Learn how to paint 40 exquisite flower portraits in watercolour following Billy Showell's step-by-step instructions.
The fragrant waft of herbs from a sunlit garden is a sensory experience to be relished. Since ancient times, cultures all over the world have
prized herbs for their scents, medicinal properties, and remarkable seasoning qualities. Herbs are as relevant today as they have always
been. A Visual Directory of Herbs is a comprehensive botanical A-Z reference to over 270 individually photographs herbs. Full descriptions of
each herb are given, with essential information on habitat, cultivation, and the parts of the herb used for their culinary, fragrant or medicinal
properties. Harvesting and storage are clearly explained, and you can delight in recipes for herb oils, vinegars, teas, poultices, and other
therapeutic concoctions. Caution boxes will alert you to any aspects of the plant's character you should steer clear of. An inspirational but
practical directory of herbs, this is the ultimate reference to using and growing herbs successfully.
This autobiographical comic drama by a noted cartoonist about growing up in an interracial neighborhood in the 1960s enjoyed a long Off
Broadway run. Twelve year old best friends, one black and one white, stand by each other through upheaval and tragedy, in spite of each
families disapproval. However, racial peer pressure eventually drives a wedge between the girls. Interspersed are songs of the period, some
heard on the Victrola and others perform by the spirited cast.
Find out what you can do with oil paints. Make brushwork more expressive and add shadows. Try a full complement of creative techniques.
Breathtaking examples of finished paintings, analyzed in detail, guide you through a range of themes, including architecture, figures, and
landscapes.
This beautifully illustrated, complete guide to herbs unlocks the secrets of these wonder plants—from planting and harvesting to cooking and
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storing—including their health benefits. Now you can discover the joy and pleasure of growing your own herbs—for spicing up meals, creating
crafts, treating ailments, and more. In this comprehensive and beautifully illustrated herbal guide you’ll find information on their history,
cultivation, propagation, and harvesting, along with a wealth of great ideas for using herbs everyday in a variety of ways. This guide unravels
the mysteries of these versatile plants, with savvy tips and simple formulas for maximizing their powers. Did you know? · Mint can repel ants,
flies, mice, and moths · Garlic can seriously lower cholesterol · Chives, fennel, tarragon, thyme, oregano, and winter savory are perennials ·
Rosemary was used in the Middle Ages for its tranquilizing effects, and it is still a digestion aid Known for alleviating common ailments, herbs
are an ancient natural wonder—herbs are hotter than ever. Extremely informative and fascinating, this book will help you find which herb can
treat various complaints. Throughout the guide are instructions for bursting-with-flavor recipes, health-care products, decorative craft ideas,
insect repellents, cosmetics, cleaning agents, and much more.
Written by a technical expert who has fired many of the guns featured, this book includes wide and varied assemblage of weapons from each
of the world’s major manufacturing countries. The Illustrated Directory series provide readers with a fully illustrated, comprehensive reference
book packed with timelines, historical facts, and images designed to inform and excite. At 512 pages packed with information and
photographs, this book is a necessary addition to any enthusiast's library. Complete with full specification table with each entry including type,
origin, caliber, and size, The Illustrated Directory of Guns is the most ambitious and lavishly illustrated history of guns for the collector and
enthusiast. It shows in clear, detailed photographs and text over 1500 guns with separate sections on Pistols, Revolvers, Rifles, Shotguns
(military and sporting), Machine Guns, and Submachine guns. A few featured include: Remington Smith & Wesson Winchester Glock Vickers
Mauser Browning Colt Beretta And more Organized A-Z by country and gunmaker's name, the book clearly shows the different types of gun
which the world has used to hunt, wage war, break and defend its laws, hone its sharpshooting skills, and fire purely for the fun of it. The
book also features an introduction on each section, which gives a brief history of the development of that particular kind of firearm.
Trees have inspired artists for generations. This unique watercolour artist's guide offers easy-to-follow, plant specific information on how to
paint a wonderful selection of the most popular species of trees. This book begins with a description of the materials vital to successful
watercolour tree painting. The main part is an illustrated directory of twenty five trees, from Acer to Zelkova. Step-by-step sequences show
how to paint each one in a fresh, lively style with all the essential details of shape and form beautifully captured. The author explores the
overall shapes and masses of branches and leaves, outlines in full foliage, winter trees, branch and twig details, and presents stunning leaf
and flower portraits shimmering with life. A source of inspiration, as well as a manual of techniques, this book is a must-have for every tree
painter.
Investigate the power of crystals with this illustrated guide to 150 of the earth’s most potent elements. From Agate to Zoisite, each crystal
entry includes a color photo, description of properties, and listing of associated herbs, oils, incenses, and astrological significance. You’ll
learn how to identify crystals and harness their unique ability to enhance decision-making, health, and well-being. From relieving earaches
with rose quartz to replenishing energy with crystalline water, these practical suggestions will improve your life.
Using readily available, inexpensive supplies, even complete beginners can create wonderful fabric-painted projects, from potholders and
table linens to cushions and wall hangings. All the basics are here, with instructions on various techniques, including scraping, stippling, and
painting checks, stripes, and blocks. In-depth discussions are included on stenciling and silkscreening, and traceable patterns enable you to
produce the projects as shown.
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This book offers a history and directory of machine guns from the 19th century to the present day, shown in 220
photographs. It is a comprehensive directory of arms around the world, organized according to country of manufacture. It
features key specifications for each weapon, including magazine capacity, barrel length and unloaded weight. It explores
the fascinating history of machine guns, from the Gatling to the General-Purpose Machine Gun. The machine gun was
developed in response to the search for a faster rate of fire, and once its potential had been realized, its evolution
became a race of innovation. This authoritative volume reveals the remarkable history of the machine gun, and provides
a country-by-country directory of 160 types. The features of each gun are listed, along with the military, political and
technological context in which the weapon was developed. Details such as magazine capacity, barrel length and
unloaded weight are included for every entry. This superbly illustrated guide is essential reading for all enthusiasts
interested in gun manufacture and weapons of war.
A definative encyclopaedia of the most important tanks in history: over 230 tanks are shown in 500 colour and black &
white photographs. Tanks from every corner of the world including those used in WWI and WWII. Specification boxes
provide at a glance information.
An essential resource for any designer, crafter, artist, or historian, THE COMPLETE PATTERN DIRECTORY is the most
comprehensive, practical, and beautiful directory of patterns throughout history, covering all periods, styles, and cultures.
Throughout history, patterns have come in countless permutations of motif, color, and scale. From the first rhythmic
marks pressed onto clay vessels, to the latest digital design, pattern-making has been an essential part of the decorative
arts since time immemorial. With 1500 illustrations of patterns from all ages and cultures, THE COMPLETE PATTERN
DIRECTORY is not only a visual feast, it is the most comprehensive resource available on the subject. The book is
arranged thematically according to pattern type, with chapters on Flora, Fauna, Pictorial, Geometric, and Abstract
designs. Each pattern includes the name of the pattern, the year of its creation, and a brief description. The categories
are supplemented by in-depth features highlighting the work of key designers including William Morris, Sonia Delaunay,
Charles and Ray Eames, Lucienne Day, and Orla Kiely, as well as sections detailing the characteristic motifs of key
period styles from Baroque to Art Deco.
Everything you need to know about identifying, buying and growing cacti and succulents.
World War Two Luftwaffe aircraft and their pilots have been a source of fascination and respect to aviation buffs since
1945. This book looks at all aspects of its operation in many World War II theaters. A great majority of photographs are
unlikely to have been seen by the general public and they have been superbly reproduced directly from original negatives
held by the Imperial War Museum.Lengthy captions describe the action portrayed in each photo and an introduction puts
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the Luftwaffe into its historical perspective.
Identifies the most common childhood symptoms and suggests possible causes and treatment options for each, and
provides a brief discussion of first aid and safety.
An illustration directory of the visible fixtures, superstructure fittings and machinery of small merchant ships, tugs and
fishing vessels such as you would find in coastal and off-shore waters - each no bigger than 76 metres long. Illustrated
with 250 photographs and line drawings of the details of ships involved in cargo, fishing, pilotage and oil rig support.
This is a comprehensive guide to the main poultry breeds around the world, with fascinating information on their
appearance, size, traits and more. Popular foundation breeds such as Lackenvelder are covered in detail, as well as true
bantams such as the Dutch Bantam and the miniature Cochin Bantam.
Comprehensive botanical A-Z directory of the herbs for easy plant identification.
An illustrated A-Z directory of logistics and troop carriers, wreckers, tankers, radio trucks, ambulances, missile transporters,
amphibious cars and other specialized army vehicles of the world.
Alphabetically arranged entries for a wide variety of vegetables, herbs, and fruit provide cultivation advice, information on pests
and diseases, and facts on culinary use along with recipes.
A historical directory of bombers provides detailed information about every type of aircraft accompanied by more than 300
identification photographs from a range of international sources.
An illustrated history and A-Z of bombers with 750 photographs, in a newly updated edition.
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